to position the end effector in a desired location with a desired pose without the advent of inverse kinematic calculations. It is also planned to add a camera agent so that, via communication, the camera can learn the correlation between joint motion and camera motion and a simple tracking algorithm can be implemented.
The flexibility of the resource management infrastructure allows exploration of a range of the problems associated with the design of distributed robotic systems (Beni and Wang, 1991) . In future work we will be exploring different strategies for communication, methods for distributing control and intelligence and control hierarchies that can be reconfigured by the system itself.
Conclusion
We have described the basis for an intelligent cooperative system based on distributed agents in a networked robotic system. Agents have been shown to be useful in a teleoperation scenario, where they can cooperate with one another via message passing in order to assist the operator. (Asama et al., 1991) and the 'distributed intercommunicating sensing units' of (Beni and Wang, 1991) . Figure 5 shows the architecture for the joint resource, with agents adding control and intelligence 'on top' of the joint resources. There is a horizontal (peer-to-peer) communication between agents and the burden of control on the user can be further reduced. Here the user interacts with an agent manager via the user interface in order to pass on instructions and goals to the agents themselves. The user does not take a large role in the control process and need only specify the task before letting the agents achieve the goals associated with that task.
This approach, the multi-agent model, is comparable to a collective-intelligence system (Beni and Wang, 1991) . Each agent has a very limited intelligence yet global emergent behaviour is shown to be complex and productive due to the interactions between agents.
As agents can also use the inheritance framework provided by the Netrolab infrastructure it is possible to implement behavioural systems (Arkin,1992; Brooks, 1986) by constructing a hierarchy of agents. Each agent executes a particular behaviour and may influence those directly below it in the hierarchy. This vertical control system allows either subsumption-style or cooperative architectures (Steels, 1994) to be implemented very simply.
In addition, the infrastructure allows the combination of both behavioural and distributed approached to intelligence and it is expected that fusion of these methods will produce a highly robust intelligent system.
Current Work
A simple agent model has been implemented to demonstrate the basic concepts of agents. One of the problems with the robot arm is that it is unaware of the self-limiting properties that arise due to the dependencies between joints. That is to say that as the shoulder moves, the elbow maintains its A solution to this problem is provided by a multi-agent approach. Each joint has an associated agent that has knowledge about the dependencies between that joint and any others. As a joint is instructed to move by the operator, changes in position are communicated to agents controlling joints that are dependent on the one that has been moved. Given this information the dependent agent can adjust the ranges of 'its' joint to ensure that axis limiting will not occur.
This system has been implemented with Joint agents. Joint agents are informed of their dependents and given relationship information that allows them to adjust their operation according to the dynamics of the other joints. A class declaration for the JointAgent class is shown in figure  6 . The key features of this declaration include the provision of a dependents data structures to represent a joint's dependents, and member functions for adding and deleting dependents.
The term 'Assistive Operation' is used to describe the operation of the system with this type of agent. A large degree of control is exerted by the user, with the agents assisting by performing management of their own dynamics. This approach can be extended to an 'Automatic' mode of operation with regards to the wrist joints (pitch and roll). The operator is allowed to specify a pose for the wrist and then the wrist agents will cooperate with the other agents to maintain that pose. Currently 'extension' and 'grasp' poses have been implemented (see figure 7) .
Discussion
The role of distributed agents in a networked robotic system has been discussed and a simple practical agent demonstrated. We plan to extend the agent framework and experiment with Joint agents learning the dynamics of interaction between one another. This has a number of interesting applications, for example, allowing the operator A RobotArm resource can be composed from Joint and Gripper resources (figure 4). This resource necessarily removes some of the burden of control from the user by allowing control of the arm as a whole. The RobotArm resource can also support more complex functions and data representations which are not possible under direct control of the joints. For example, path planning (functionality) using position of the end effector in world coordinates (representation).
In both these control methods the flow of control information and communication proceeds only in a vertical manner. That is to say that a resource receives a request from something above it in the hierarchy (the user or the RobotArm resource) and obeys that request. Responses to requests for data are passed up the control hierarchy. There is no communication between resources at the same level. 
Adding Intelligence
The resource framework described above allows construction of intelligent agents by adding local intelligence to a resource. At the simplest level, an agent can be considered to be a resource with intelligence. Agents can act autonomously to solve a particular problem or communicate amongst themselves to solve a distributed task. Agents in Netrolab can perform decision making and task 
Introduction
Hardware infrastructure
The Netrolab project at the University of Reading provides a laboratory of robotic resources available across the Internet to remote users for teaching and research (McKee and Gibson, 1993) . These resources include stationary and mobile robots, controllable cameras and sonar sensors. There is also a wireless network for use with the mobile robots and a high-specification image processing system. The resources may be used individually, or as part of a complex system, to perform and observe experiments in robotics. The current hardware infrastructure is shown in figure 1 . A Sparc 20 and a Sparc 10 act as a video server and the Netrolab server respectively, giving access to three video sources and the robotic modules.
Software infrastructure
The Netrolab robotic modules are distributed about the local network. To provide a basic conceptual organization to these modules and to allow remote access, a software infrastructure based on object-oriented techniques has been developed. Hardware devices are treated as objects called resources, providing a well-defined interface to the operation of the device. The infrastructure manages access to the resources and allocation of resource control privileges. Due to the distributed and inherently asynchronous nature of the Netrolab, message passing is used to communicate between the resources and the resource server.
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Advantages of the infrastructure
The use of the object-oriented infrastructure imposes a conceptual organization onto the hardware infrastructure of the laboratory, providing a number of advantages; the objectoriented design provides all the benefits commonly associated with object-orientation, including modularity, extensibility and reusability, and also provides the basis for a highly flexible research environment. Similar approaches to robot system architecture describe comparable benefits (Miller and Lennox, 1990; Asama et al., 1991) and a similar infrastructure is under development elsewhere (Kondraske et al., 1993) .
By treating resources conceptually in this manner, objectoriented practices are naturally applicable. The infrastructure supports an inheritance framework which allows resources to inherit from one another so that quite complex resources can be built from primitive modules. Development can thus proceed in a highly robust, incremental, manner. This approach is not only intuitive, but also highly reusable and reliable, providing a firm basis for development and future work.
The advantages of the conceptual organization also include the ability to add functionality to a resource. This paper uses the example of a robot arm but the techniques are equally applicable to any resource. Conceptually the arm may be regarded as a collection of joints with various relationships and dependencies. This then allows a number of strategies for control of the arm to be explored. Joints can be controlled individually, by different operators, or configured in a particular manner depending on the task. Additional complexity can also be added to the individual joints rather than to the arm as a whole. Conceptual detail, both in terms of data representation and functionality, may be provided at a lower level than would be possible by considering the entire arm as a complete functional device.
Robot arm and joint resources have been implemented according to these philosophies, treating each component resource as a separate entity. The class declaration for the Joint resource is shown in figure 3 . Each joint of the arm is an instance of the Joint resource class. Figure 2 shows the flow of control and communication in a system where the operator controls joints individually. The only management of the resources is performed by the user via the user interface. This is both the most powerful and the most cumbersome control method as the user must control every aspect of the system.
